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CHAPTER I

GENERAL INTRODUCTION

The critical shortage of teachers in Indiana and in

the nation during the last war and immediately thereafter

has caused leaders in the field o~' education, as well as the

general public, serious concern. To supply the public schools

with well-trained and competent teachers is the main task of

teacher-training institutions at the present time. Before

colleges and universities can return good teachers to the

schools, they must r.e.c.e,~v~ .Y9lJ.ng s.t\l.Q.E?11"Rs>..who are interested
...... of " ., '" •• ",' ..
, ,. 'I t,,, ..

in becoming teachers:.; '; Jrhi's', is :iJ.'ot' "at;' ~ksy problem to meet •
• .". • . . '" ", •• t, ...

vJith the heavy college~ eiH"01l:ciJ:riJ§ :'brj'~i6~ld lilar II veterans,

the increased cost of college education, and the relatively

low salaries of teachers prior to the autumn of 1947,

teac,hers t colleges have not in many cases been able to attract

the students they seek •

. With these factors in mind, the writer attempted to

analyze the opinions of 138 outstanding high-school senior~

interested in. the teaching profession. These opinions were

advanced in the spring of 1946py high-school seniors

competing for scholarships to prl?pare them for teaching ..

They.repr~sent the type of students whom teacher-training

ins"\:,:i,.:Y:u,ti,onsatternpt .to enroll.
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Statement of the problem. It is the purpose of

this survey to determine the opinions of outstanding high

school seniors regarding the teaching profession as a career.

Importance of the problem. It is important to

discover how outstanding seniors regard the teaching profes

sion because colleges and universities are not enrolling

'enough outstanding high-school' students in teacher training

to meet the needs or., the profession. As public-school enroll

ment constantly increases and greater obligations are placed

upon our public school system, more and better teachers are

needed. During the war relatively few high-school graduates

entered colleges to prepare for teaching.

Procedure. In order to obtain high-school students'

opinions, 138 essays were obtained from the Indiana State

--Teachers Association Scholarship Foundation. These essays

wer~ written by outstanding high-school seniors competing

for Scholarships in state colleges and universities.

The essay was the final requirement which the student had

to meet to gain a scholarship. Eleven students were

granted scholarships for the school year 1946-":1947.

Their essays appear in the Appendix, Page 26.

The selection of candidates for scholarships was

based upon: (1) the student's being in the upper one;;;third

of'hi~graduatingclassscholastically; (2) the financial

need of, the, .student.;.and (3) cornpetitiye measurements.
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Included in competitive measl1J;'ements are the essays whic'h

form the basis of this study.

Competition was open to all high-school seniors

in Indiana who met the above requirements and signified

, their intention of entering the teaching profession. The

138 students whose essays are tr?ated in this study were

finalists in competition for scholarships. On this basis

they were considered outstanding high-school seniors in

the year 1945--1946.

The analysis was made of students' opinions con

cerning the teaching profession as listed in their essays.

A copy of the instructions which served as a guide for the

students to follow in writing their essays appears on Page

-- 26 in the AppendiX. According to these instructions, the

students ~ere to give their opinions on the following_sug

ge~ted factors relative to the teaching profession: (l)

financial income and security of position, (2) social pres

tige, (3) opportunity for service, and (4) opportunity for

attainment of personal ideals and objectives.

All the students' opinions on the suggested topics

were analyzed. The opinions on the first topic were further

divided into two topics in the analysis. Then, a compar

ison of the opinions of girls and boys was made; and·;finally,

th 13 :.s:y.bject fields and grade levels 1'\Thich the students desig

natedastheir preferences in teaching were tabulated"
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CHAPTER II

ANALYSIS OF DATA

The essays of 138 high-school seniors were an

alyzed to discover their reasons for wanting to enter

the teaching profession. When the- students wrote the

essays, they were requested to write for fifteen or

twenty minutes on four suggested topics: (1) financial

income and security of position, (2) social prestige of

teachers, (3) opportunity for service, and (4) opportunity

for attainment of personal ideals and objectives. In

writing, the students were instructed to visualize them

selves after fifteen years of teaching. In this chapter

the analysis of the high-school seniors' essays is

treated.

Grou£ findings concernil~ financial income. The

opinions concerning financial income, as given in the

138 essays, were grouped into five classifications. These

classifications are listed below with the frequencies.
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TABLE I

STUDENT OPINION CONCERNING FINANCIAL INCON~

Adequate for daily needs plus savings 25 1$612

Adequate for daily needs only 61 44 620

Inadequate for daily··needs 3 2 .. 17

Inadequate at present, but improvement
expected 24 17639

No statement 25 1$.12

100.0013$

Distribution
Frequency Per CentClassification of opinions

Totals

Of the 138, 113 made statements which were posi

tiv~ly classified. Twenty-five, or 18612 per cent of the

total, thought that teachers' salaries were adequate for

daily needs plus savings. Sixty-one, or 44620 per cent,

felt that the income was adequate for daily needs only.

Three, or 2617 per cent, stated that the income was in

adequate for daily needs. Twenty-four, or 17639 per cent, .

expressed the opinion that present salaries were inadequate

but that improvement Was expected. Twenty-five, or 18.12

per cent, either made no statement or made statements so

indefinite that a classification could not be made.

Of the total, 86 J or 62.3i~per cent, thought



that the financial income would be at least adequate to

meet daily needs; while another 24, or 17.39 per cent,

expected improvement adequate to meet daily needs. Thus a

total of 110, or 79.71 per cent, expected to get salaries

adequate to meet daily needs.

Examples are given to show.how typical stat:.ements were

classified. Concerning income 'adequate for daily needs plu~

savings a boy wrote: uln the teaching profession, I hope to

be earning enough money to support my family and myself_and

to be able to save a reasonable portion of my salary."

A statement used to describe an income adequate for

daily needs only was: "Although the financial income of a

teacher isnTt very large, I believe that I could get along

on it."

A student implied that the income was inadequBte_ when

he stated: T1Financially, if a teacher is a success, he or

she will be secure; and in vacation months attain a job to

help out also.!!

A girl expressed th'e idea of low income at present

but expected improvement when she wrote: til do not feel

tha.t teachers receive enough pay, but I believe that in the.

near future when the public realizes the importance of the

t>eachersthat.higher salarie$ shall be paid. II

".......~""- .;.;...;;;..;;...:.;.;,.;~..;;.. concerning security of posj"tion of

teachers. 'Alongwi'th finl3.D.cial inc orne ,the security of positim
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TABLE II

be ,made.

5.07

26.09

32.61

34.78

1.45

100.00

2

7

36

45

48

Distribution
Frequency Per Cent

Forty-five, or 32.61 per cent, of the 138 expected

profession offered a low degree of security. Seven, or

STUDENT OPINION CONCERNING SECURITY OF POSITION OF TEACHERS

or else were so indefinite that a classification could not

Classification of opinions

5.07 per qent, were of the opinion that security was de

pep9.E:Hit, upon success of which they were not sure; and

finally 36, or 26.09 per cent, either did not make statements

No statement

Totals

of teachers was suggested as a topic for the essays. The;

a high degree of security of position. Forty-eight, or

34.78 per cent, anticipated a moderate degree of security,

while only 2, or 1.45 per cent, thought that the teaching

Low degree of security

High degree of security

Moderate degree of security

Security dependent upon success of
which the student was not sure

opinions concerning security of position were grouped into

five classifications, and the results with frequencies follow.
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Thus, 93, or 67.39 per cent; of the 138 students

e~pectedeither a high or moderate degree of security;

while only 1.54 per cent anticipated a low degree of

security.

A statement illustrating a high degree of security

of position is, llA teacher's work .is steady. There is a

great need for teachers and I believe there will continue

to be. 1t

Concerning the moderate degree of security, a

student ilVTote, HI think I can be sure of steady employment

and income."

Relative to a low degree of security of position a

student stated, "The financial income of teachers isn't

large nor are their positions very secure. As for the

income and security of position, the latter depends upo~

your, own ability.tr

Group findings related to social prestige of teachers.

The classification for social prestige of teachers was made

into six divisions. The divisions and frequencies follow:
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did not make a statement or else wrote so vaguely that no

TABLE III'

STUDENT OPINION CONCERNING SOCIAL PRESTIGE

100.00138

Distribution
Frequency Per CentClassification of opinions

Totals

On this point, more than on any other, the students

did not respond. Forty-one of the 138, or 29.71 per cent,

classification could be made. Fifty-seven, or 41.31 per

cent, thought that the teaching profession offered high

,.:, (. \'" ,

expected improvement;; while 11, or 7.97 per cent, thought

that social prestige was dependent upon the individual teacher.

social prestige. Twenty-two, or 15.94 per cent, expected

an average level of social prestige. No student rated the

teaching profession as low in social prestige. Seven, or

5~07'P~'f cent, thought the present status relatively lov[ but
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Of the total, 79, or 57.25 per cent, held the

teaching profession in average or high social prestige.

Along with this, 7 students thought that teacher prestige

was relatively low but would improve; and 11 students stated

that social prestige was dependent upon the individual

teacher. No student rated the teaching profession as being

definitely low in social prestige.

Typical statements taken from the students' essays

concerning the first four posit~ve classifications of social

prestige are listed below:

High social prestige, "The social prestige of teachers

is very high in any community, since they set exa~ples for

the students to follow."

Average social prestige, "Teachers are usually top

citizens in a community and are usually respected by those

around them, as I would wish to be respected in ,whatever I

undertake. IT

Relatively low prestige but improvement expected,

"Today teachers are being shown more respect and consideration

than in the past. More and more they are being' looked upon

ascommu~ity leaders. In the future, these things, I hope, I

will he yet more true. u

Social prestige dependent upon the individual, lilt

is myopinlon that the social prestige of the teacher depends

a.lmostentirel.y upon,the. individual teacher.~ As a prospective

teacher Irecdize that my social prestige will depend upon my
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~[,ABLE IV

duties as a teacher. 1I

30 .. 43

59.42

0.-00

10.15

100.00

o

14

42

82

138

Distribution
Frequency Per Cent

STUDENT OPINION ON OPPORTUNITY FOR SERVICE IN TEACHING

own personality, and upon the way in which I fulfill my

Forty-two, or 30.43 per cent, expected to find

exceptionally great opportunity for service; 82, or 59.42

\' \-:',.'-'"

to be included.

Classification of opinions

To.tals

per cent, anticipated moderately great opportunity; no one

thought that there was little or no opportunity. F'ou:rteen,

or 10.15 per .cent, made no statement or were too indefinite

Group findings concerning opportunity for service.

The opportunity for service was considered great 8~ong the

students. The four gradations made in this topic and the

Exceptionally great opportunity

Moderately great opportunity

frequencies follow:

Little or no oppor~unity

No qtatement
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Of the total, 124, or 89.85 per cent, looked forward

to moderately great or exceptionally great opportunity for

service as teachers.

Statements rel~ted to exceptionally great opportunity

for service and moderately great opportunity for service

follow:

Exceptionally great--?1As a teacher, I would be in a

position to aid others to enjoy the finer things in life,

to help fit them for vocations, and to help them to be -

better citizens."
.

Ivloderately great-- lI It has been proven many times that

the more education the more chance for success not only fi-

nancially but also in the sense that you have a chance to

help others.!!

Group findings pertaining to opportunity for attain-

menu .2f personal ideals and objectives. The opportunity

for attainment of personal ideals and objectives was

estimated very high by the students. The grouping of the

opinions on this topic were placed in four categories and

with frequencies follow:
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57.97 per cent, felt that a moderately good chance 'Would be

138

Distribution
Frequency Per CentClassification of opinion

Forty-one, or 29.71 per cent, expressed the opinion

.' '..'.~ .. ,..

attainment of personal ideals and objectives are as follow:

TABLE V

STUDEN1' OPINION CONCERNING OPPORTUNITY FOR ATTAINMENT OF

PERSONAL IDEALS AND OBJECTIVES IN TEACHING

or 12.32 per cent, made no statement.

Typical statements on the topic of opportunity for

Totals

Exceptionally good 41 29.71

Moderately good 80 57.97
.

Little or none 0 0.00

No statement 17 12.32

that teaching offered an exceptionally good opportunity for

attainment of personal ideals and objectives. Eighty, or

found in teaching for the attainment of their personal

ideals and objectives. No stuaent considered the teaching

profession one in which there was little or no opportunity

for attainment of personal ideals and objectives. Seventeen,
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Exceptionally good--"I believe that the teaching

profession provides wonderful opportunity for the achieving

of personal objectives. Naturally, one who chooses to be

a teacher is interested in her profession, the schools

in which she teaches, and the pupils. Probably her personal

ideals and objectives have to do with being a good teacher,

etc. The teaching profession is of course especially

suited for this."

Moderately good--lII am mainly interested in physical

education and feel that there are great opportunities

there, both in the betterment of myself and of others."

Comparison of the opinions of girls and boys. The

138 essays were written by 108 girls and 30 boys.

Comparisons of each of the five main points previously

analyzed in this chapter show that there was little

diff-erence between the opinions of the girls and the boys.

Percentages are used in the folloWing tables to show

the relationship between the opinions of the boys and girls.

These are treated in the folloWing order: (1) financial

income, (2) security of position, (3) social prestige, (4)

opportunity for service, and (5) opportunity for attainment'

of personal ideals and objectives.
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The comparison of girls and boys concerning security

of position follows in Table VII"

99.98 138 100.00108Totals

A lower percentage of boys than of girls thought that

teachers' incomes were adequate for daily needs plus savings;

however, the percentage of boys who expected improvement in

income was almost twice that of girls.

TABLE VI

COMPARISON OF BOYST AND GIRLS' OPINIONS CONCERNING

FINANCIAL INCO~lli

Distribution
Classification of opinions Girls Boys Total

F % F % F %

Adequate for daily needs
plus savings 21 19.44 4 13.33 25 18,,12

Adequate for daily needs
.only 48 44.44 13 43.33 61 44.20

Inadequate for daily needs 2 1.85 1 3.33 3 2.17

Low at present but im-
provement expected 16 14.81 8 26.66 24 17,,39

No statement 21 19.44 4 13.33 25 18.12

\
j,
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It is significant to note that only one boy and one

girl thought that there was a low degree of security of

position in the teaching profession.

TABLE VII·

CO~WARISON OF BOYS' AND GIRLS' OPINIONS CONCERNING SECURITY OF

POSITION

108 100.00 30 99.99 138 100.01Totals

Distr:Lbution
Classification of opinions Girls Boys Total

F % F % F %

High degree of securi:ty 35 32.41 10 33.33 45 32.61

Moderate degree of security 41 37.96 7 23.33 48 J4.78

Security dependent upon
success of which student
is not sure 5 4.63 2 6.67 7 5.07

Low degree of security 1 0.93 1 3.33 2 1.45

No statement 26 24.07 10 33.33 36 26.10
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TABLE VIII

108 100.01· 30 100.00 138 99.99Totals

COMPARISON OF GIRLS t AND BOYS t OPINIONS CONCERTHNG SOCIAL

PHESTIGE

A smaller percentage of boys than of girls thought

that teachers held a place of high social prestige. A much

larger percentage of the boys than of the girls thought that

teachers held average social prestige. Over ten per cent

of the girls made statements that social prestige was

dependent upon the individual. teacher, but not one boy made

Distribution
Classification of opinions Girls Boys Total

F ~~ F % F crf
/0

High 48 44.44 9 30 57 41.30

Average 13 12.04 9 30 22 15.94

Low 0 0.00 0 0.00 0 0.00

Relatively low but im-
provement expected 6 5.56 1 3.33 7 5.07

Dependent upon individual
teacher 11 10.19 0 0.00 11 7.97

No statement 30 27.78 11 36.67 41 29.71



CQliiIPARISON OF' GIRLS' AND BOYS f OPINIONS CONCERNING OPPOrr:i'UNI1'Y

for service was exceptionally great. A much larger per cent

of boys thauQf girls failed to comment on this topic.

99.99

18

30 100.00 13$99.98

TABLE IX

108

FOR SERVICE

Both the girls and the boys indicated that opportunity

Distribution
Classification of opinions Girls Boys Total

F % F % F %

Exceptionally great 36 33.33 6 20.00 42 30.43
Great 65 60.19 17 56.67 $2 59.42
Little or none 0 0.00 0 0.00 0 0.00
No statement 7 6.46 7 23.33 14 10.14

Totals

for service in the teaching profession was great" but a lower

percentage of boys than of girls thought that the opportunity
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concBrning opportunity for attainment of personq l ideals and

objectives were very much in accord.

TABLE X

C,OIvIPARISON OF GIRLS' AND BOYS' OPINIONS CONCERNING OPPORTUNITY

FOR AT1'AIN1vIENT OF PERSONAL IDEALS AND OBJECTIVES

30 100.00 138 100.00100.00108

The opinions of the girls and the boys in all categories

Totals

Student preferences for teaching of grade levels or

subject-matter fields. Although the students vlere not ask~d

to mentio·n th.e grade level or subject matter which they would

be interested in teaching, 74 did list choices. 1'heir

cho~ces are+isted in the six major headings in Table XI.

Distribution
Classification of opinions Girls Boys Total

F . '1~ F % F %

Exceptionally good 32 29.63 9 30,,00 41 29.71

Moderately good 64 59.26 16 53.33 80 57.97

Little or none 0 0.00 0 0.00 0 0.00

No statement 12 11.11 5 16.67 17 12.32



TABLE XI

STUDENT PREFERENCES IN TEACHING OF GRADE LEVELS OR SUBJECT

MATTER

20

1
1
:3
6
1
2
4
1
1

l
8
2
2
1

1

74

Frequency

Kindergarten

Grade level or subject field

Elementary

High school

College

School subjects

Agriculture
Art
DrEunatics
English
Foreign language
History
Home economics
Industrial arts
Librarian
Mathematics
Music .
Physical education
Science
Speech
Zoology

Teacher-missionary

Total

I)

,.
i.
(

~' r

it

1
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At the elementary level, some students stated

subject-matter preferences which are not included in the

totals for the subject-matter field. All those who listed

elementary teaching a~e included only in that heading.

In the subject-matter choices, some of the students

listed high-school or college level, but others did not.

Thus, the totals for subject-matter fields include all the

frequencies for the d"ifferent grade levels except kinder

garten and elementary.



CHAPTER III

SUNn~ARY, CONCLUSIONS, AND RECO~WffiNDAT+ONS

The writer analyzed the opinions, of 138 outstanding

high-school seniors to determine their attitudes toward the

teaching profession. The analysis was obtained by interpreting

essays which the students had written to fulfill partialre

quirements in compet~tion for scholarships for the school

year 1946--1947.

The analysis was conducted to ascertain the students'

viewpoints regarding the following aspects of the teaching

profession: (1) financial income, (2) security of position,

(3) social prestige, (4) opportunity for service, (5) oppor

tunity for attainment of personal ideals and objectives.

A comparison of the 108 girls' and the 30 boys' opinions

concerning the teaching profession was made; finally, a

list of teaching preferences was formulated.

The findings are as follows: (1) Of the 138 students,

110 or 79.71 per cent, thought that teachers salaries were

adequate for daily needs at the present time or would be

in the' near £uture. Only 2.17 per cent of the total number'

thought teacher salaries inadequate to meet daily needs.

The opinions Of 1$.12 per cent of the total num.ber of students

cGuldnotbe d\3termined from their essays.
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(2) Of the 138 students, 93, or 67.39 per cent,

expected either a high or moderate degree of security of

position; only 1.54 per cent of the total expected a low

degree of security. Thirty-six, or 26.09 per cent of the

total number of students did not give opinions definite enough

for analysis.

(3) Of the 138 student~, 79, or 57.25 per cent,

held the teaching pro£ession in average or high social

prestige. Seven students, or 5,.07 per cent of the total

number, thought teacher prestige low but expected improvement.

Eleven, or 7.97 per cent, of the students thought that social

prestige was dependent upon the individual teacher. No

student held the teaching profession as low in social prestige.

Forty-one, or 29.71 per cent, of the students failed to

express an opinion on this point.

(4) Of the 138 students, 124, or 89.85 per cent,

looked forward to moderately great or exceptionally great

opportunity for service as teachers. No student held the

profession low in opportunity for service, but 14 students)

or 10.15 per cent, of the total gave no opinion on this point.

(5) Of the 138 students, 121, or 87.68 per cent,

thought that the teaching profession offered moderately good

or exceptionally good opportunity for attainment of personal

ideals ,a.nd objectives.
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The other 17 students, or 12.32 per cent, did not state

opinions.

Conclusions. The 108 students whose opinions

were analyzed in this study were outstanding high-school

seniors; also, they were competing for scholarships to

teacher-training institutions. Si'nce the essays of such a

select group were used as a basis for the analysis of

student opinion of the teaching profession, it is recog

nized that the opinions of this. group may not be the saIlie

as the opinions of all outstanding high-school seniors.

The conclusion of the writer is that outstanding

high-school seniors in the spring of 1946 regarded the

teaching profession as desirable and worthy. A large

majority of the students thought that the teaching profession

offers: (1) fair financial ret~rn, (2) a high security- of

position, (3) high social prestige, (4) great opportunity

for service, and (5) great opportunity for attainment of

personal ideals and objectives.

Recommendation. It is recommended that in order

to obtain high-school seniors' opinions of the teaching

profession from year to year, the opinions of a less select ·

group of students be chosen for study.
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APPENDIX A

SHORT ESSAY

Please devote 15 or 20 minutes to the writing of

a brief statement that would cause the Scholarship COlllli1ittee

to visualize the place you foresee for yourself after fifteen

years of service in the teaching profession. Consider the

following factors, no~ as an outline but as suggestive.

a. financial in~ome and security of position.

b. social prestige of teachers.

c. opportunity for service.

d. opportunity for attainment of personal

ideals and objectives.
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Below are eleven essays of seniors whom the

Tome the teaching profession holds more

Maybe I have had good luck, but I feel that I have

scholarship foundation deemed worthy of granting scholar

ships for the school year 1946--1947.

teaching now or were before their marriage. Therefore I feel

our fE;:Llowmen.

satisfaction in teaching someone to do or understand something.

(1) "The teaching profession is not unknown to me,

for in my family there are several teachers. My grandfather

taught for over 50 years and I have uncles and aunts who are

I know what I am getting into. I realize that the material

I have always had much satisfaction in learning and I'm sure

opportunity than any other profession or occupation. We

returns may not be great but I think there is a certain self-

that there would be just as much in helping someone else

learn. Vi/hen I become a teacher my associates will naturally

be teachers, and knowing this pleases me, for I have always

liked. teachers and admired them for what they know and can do.

shall strive to be as near like my favorites and have as

many of their good qualities as I possibly can. 1t

(2) "As each of us begin to take our place in the

had excellent teachers and so, when I become a teacher I

.world VIe wonder just what we can do to please God and help
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can't all become doctors, poets, artists or famous persons,

but teachers in some small way help to build all these

people and help to make a better world.

The financial income of teachers isn't large nor

are their positions very secure, but after all these are

very minor things compared to the truly greatness of liVing.

If at the end of my stay on earth I would feel that

I had helped some other persons enjoy life more fully through

education, then my life would nQt be in vain, for all we-get

out of life we only receive from giving."

(3) "I am looking forward to being a teacher not

only for the position but because it may put to good use the

subject, public speaking. It seems to me that most young people

cannot express themselves really in an adequate manner. As

a result many are backward and hesitant and this reflects

severely upon their later life.

As far as security of position is concerned, I think

that once the position is secured it is able to be retained.

However the financial income does not seem to be an incentive,

at least at the present time.

The two individuals I hold as personal ideals at the

present time are teachers. I hope by pursuing the same pro

fession as they that I may' he more 'like them.

think would enjoy working with high school boys

and ,girls respeCttherrland I should hope they would respect
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me. It seems that one of the finest qualities is to be

respected. The entire community respects a teacher. In

fact at times it would seem too much so.

Therefore I think I should make a respectable

teacher in that I like public speaking, there is a need for

speech pedagogues, I enjoy working.with students of high

school age. If

(4) UIn my opinion the teaching profession canTt be

beaten. Although the income may not be large, it is adequate

and gives you security which is much more than most joos.

This feeling of security that you get is valueless. Teaching

is certainly a coming profession. Now it isnTt such a mark

of l1Inhumanness lf to be a teacher. Years ago if you were a

teacher, you were thought to be a queer individual or prac

tically inhuman. As a teacher you are always in contact with

young people. This gives you a young outlook on life. Your

chances to increase your education are broad. To me a teacher

has a very important position because she helps to mold the

minds of the younger generation. I think the matter of ha~ing

good or poor citizens is dependent upon the teachers.

In the teaching field you can always advance and pro

mote ycmr ideals.. You have an opportunity to serve your

community.socia,11y. '1 want to teach in high school where I

willbe'cche,llenged .and thus not get set in my ways and ideals.

Yes, I think you eant.t beat the teaching profession •."
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(5) "I hope that in teaching I can work in the field

I prefer, science. A long period of teaching should not mean

that one's mind becomes stale and in a rut, but rather that

one keeps learning and imparting one's knowledge in a fresh,

enthusiastic manner. The constant mingling with a variety

of people and meeting of various situations should help me

to remain alert, to maintain my self respect by a positive

contribution in life ~nd to develop tolerance and respect

for others.

It is not so important that one rise to a high

position, because service can start at the bottom, but the

financial security and social prestige are a practical

factor in advantage of teaching."

(6) "It is hard to visualize myself after teaching

fifteen years as I haven't dreamed that far ahead. I do

have' a few goals. that I have set for myself.

As for finances, I feel that if I can make my way

through college by my effort I ought to be able to provide

for the necessities of life. Great wealth is not one of my

goals but service. to my fellowmen is.. I hope that I can, by

having contact with the youth of America, help to lead them'

in\a way to make them and our country prosper.

Usually a teacher is respected even though most

stud.errts find.· fault with her. I have been a student now for

twelve years 'and I have joined in with the fault-finding;
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however, I find that underneath I have always held a

great respect for most of my teachers.

A teacher has a great opportunity for church work,

and I truly believe that one must have something to do

besides one's vocation.

IVlay I say in this essay, "that I would be a very

happy girl to receive the scholarship for which I am applying.

If I do not receive rt, I shall have to borrow money to go

to college and pay it back by teaching. I can do it; however,

a scholarship such as this you are offering would be

appreciated very, very much.

Thank you for giving me this opportunity to express

myself. II

(7) III consider the teaching profession one of the

finest opportunities available to American youth today;

Although at present, the financial outlook may not be what it

should, there is a certain security in the position of teaching.

One can always be sure that as long as democracy prevails so

will education and schools. To me, teaching would be a gr"eat

honor for it is they, the teachers, who help shape, mold, and

influence our leaders of the future. In this way they not

only aid the present generations and communities but those to

corne, a"lso. As far back as I can remember I have heen inter-
,-. ,

ested"ih·teaching. This primarily came about due to my interest

and love for youth of all ages. Children have always held
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a great attraction for me and nothing would give me greatyr

pleasure than to set before them the A~erican ideals and

objectives. It is only natural for a teacher who upholds

and lives these perso~al ideals and objectives to be highly

respected in all communities.

I realize the teaching profession has advanced far in

the past years in advancing the level and position that is

due them. HO'V'Tever, I would only want to teach where I am most

needed and best qualified.

Although I may not qualify for this scholarship, I

shall not let it discourage me too much. I have decided the

profession which appeals to me most and I shall strive for

that goal. It

(8) "After fiftee6 years in the teaching profession,

I believe that I will have begun to be of use to the cormmmity.

By that time the pay of teachers may be fairer than it is now.

A teacher holds a high place in a community and must live

up to .it. This will not seem just at all times and sometimes

I. imagine I will v'Tant to rebel. There is justification in

the unvvritten restrictions. I have wanted to become a teacher

for m~ny years and nothing seems as appealing or interesting

er as hard work. I have helped students with their lessons

and I get great sa,t,isfaction on learning that they have

passe<:i a tept or were able to recite well in class. To be
I' , '

of service in enlightening students in one or two fields of

education is all tha.tI want. tl
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(9) ltAlthough at the present time teachers receive'

comparatively low salaries, I believe that in a few years

they will be on a par with the salaries in other professions.

A teacher's work is steady. There is a great need for

teachers and I believe there will continue to be.

Teachers are respected in the cornmunity. In many

communities they are the leaders. They influence the

lives of the citizens.

As a teacher I would be in a position to aid others

to enjoy the finer things in life, to help fit them for

vocations, and help them be better citizens. I want to give

others the same or better opportunities for education that

I have had in the public schools of Indiana.

From the time I was five years old when my mother,

a former school teacher, taught me to read, I have read.

practically all the books I had access to and enjoyed my

reading. I want to help others enjoy reading and I feel that

as a high school librarian I could do so. Also I have seen

many young people go out .into the business world totally

unprepared for it. I want to help prepare them for the jobs

they will dOe Tl

(10) ltAfter fifteen years of teaching I shall

pJ:'bbablyhave earned enought9 spend moderately and saVe

SOII1~t-lii;ng toward retirement •. 1 con~ider the teaching pro

fessi9n rcithe.r secur~,there will always be studehts; and

~herewi1.1a,lwaysbepositions ;r~r' rEdiable teachers.
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I realize that the actual income of the teacher varies

with the size of the school and responsibility of the

position, but after fifteen years I am confident that I

shall have gained enough experience to hold a good

teaching job.

It is my opinion that the social prestige of the

teacher depends almost entirely upon the individual teacher.

As a prospective teagher I realize that my social prestige

will depend upon my ovm person?lity, and upon the way in

which I accept and fullfill my duties as a teacher.

The teachers opportunities for service, as I see

them are great for he shapes the brains and personalities

of many people. During the fifteen years which I am asked

to visualize, I shall direct hundreds of students.

r11y own objective and ideal in desiring to enter -the

tea~hing profession is a simple one: it is my belief

that knowledge is useless unless it is passed on. If there

is such a thing as new knowledge, it is worthless if

hoarded, priceless if given away.1t

(11) "My first day of school is the greatest single

event of my life. It was then that I resolved that I would'

always be a student. I can think of nothing that I would

rather do than study and learn. Because I wish to gain in

knovded,ge, myself, and because I would like to be surrounded

by other scholars and to help y(;:mnger people find the same

joy in learning that I have, teaching seems to be the ideal
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profession for me. Of course, I realize that all my

pupils will not be students, but perhaps I can make them

so. I would prefer to teach in a college because there

is more likelihood of earnestness and interest in the

pupils. My co-professionals would also be scholars. As

I teach others, I can learn too.

The teacher plays an important role in the community

because his work is of a social nature. He is often a
• ,. _: :,,:: ".; .', :.: /-t 4:·" ":" .:.. ":" :: ..

cultural and clvll· ~?~¢l?:r:, :'.: :.', ...... , .....
: , .1 -, .• ' ,-j' , • • ~ , .. • .." .." '" ..

Teaching offe:.~·s:a sec:t1r.:~:3: :t'nt~'~sting, varied, and
" -":,' .. -:... ...... .. .... " ..

busy life. I dislike idleness and, from what I have ob-

served, teachers seldom are threatened by it.

I like to work with people. I have had some ex-

perience in teaching and I have reason to believe that I

would like it as a life work.

Because of advancing educational requirements and

social recognition, I feel that teachers will receive more

financial payment for their services. it
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